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Answer: D
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/gl-es/azure/active-directory/connect
/active-directory-aadconnect-dirsyncdeprecated#how-to-transition-to-azure-ad-connect
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Answer:
Explanation:
EIGRP maintains alternative loop-free backup via the feasible
successors. To qualify as a feasible successor, a router must
have an Advertised Distance (AD) less than the Feasible
distance (FD) of the current successor route.
Advertised distance (AD): the cost from the neighbor to the
destination. Feasible distance (FD): The sum of the AD plus the
cost between the local router and the next-hop router

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following types of wireless attacks would be used
specifically to impersonate another WAP in order to gain
unauthorized information from mobile users?
A. Rogue access point
B. Evil twin
C. War driving
D. IV attack
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
An evil twin, in the context of network security, is a rogue or
fake wireless access point (WAP) that appears as a genuine
hotspot offered by a legitimate provider.
In an evil twin attack, an eavesdropper or hacker fraudulently
creates this rogue hotspot to collect the personal data of
unsuspecting users. Sensitive data can be stolen by spying on a
connection or using a phishing technique.
For example, a hacker using an evil twin exploit may be
positioned near an authentic Wi-Fi access point and discover
the service set identifier (SSID) and frequency. The hacker may
then send a radio signal using the exact same frequency and
SSID. To end users, the rogue evil twin appears as their
legitimate hotspot with the same name.
In wireless transmissions, evil twins are not a new phenomenon.

Historically, they were known as honeypots or base station
clones. With the advancement of wireless technology and the use
of wireless devices in public areas, it is very easy for novice
users to set up evil twin exploits.
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